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Innovative solutions to make restaurants and
hotels flexible, functional and mobile-first

INSIDE:
Agilysys Inc.: Unlimited Mobile POS Performance
TouchBistro Inc.: Hybrid POS for Restaurants
Verifone: Help With EMV & Ability to Accept Payment
Methods Consumers Want
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AGILYSYS, INC.
InfoGenesis® Flex

MOBILE TECH
SHOWCASE
Solution Type:

Unlimited Mobile
POS Performance

Mobile POS

Top Five Most Innovative Features:
•
•
•
•
•

Drop and shock resistant
Longer battery life
Splash resistant and temperature tolerant
Facilitates stronger guest connections
Increases guest spending

Existing Customers for This Technology:
•
•
•
•

Wild Dunes Resort – Isle of Palms, SC
Chetola Resort – Blowing Rock, NC
Suncadia Resort – Cle Elum, WA
Grand Casinos – Mille Lacs and Hinckley,
MN
• Heritage Hospitality – York, PA
• Saratoga Casino and Raceway – Saratoga
Springs, NY

Agilysys, Inc.
P: 877.369.6208
www.agilysys.com
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POS Mobility is not new, but until
now, a quality solution was hampered
by consumer-grade hardware and inadequate software. InfoGenesis® Flex
is a proven mobile POS built around
the industry-leading InfoGenesis POS
system, offering full functionality and
a flexible, feature-rich experience for
F&B and retail outlets.
Not your ordinary consumer tablets, these are the first commercial-

grade devices certified for use in hospitality POS, offering unprecedented
reliability and performance over the
previous generation of mobile POS.
InfoGenesis Flex is the first drop resistant and shock resistant POS tablet
with a long battery life and broader
temperature tolerances to serve in the
most demanding environmental conditions making it ideal for poolside,
conventions, kiosks, beverage carts
and much more.

With powerful offline capabilities,
InfoGenesis Flex ensures constant
performance with no downtime,
even when connectivity is inconsistent. Managers also have access
to all InfoGenesis tools, so they can
oversee operations “on-the-go”.
InfoGenesis Flex tablets are
equally at home as either a conventional (stationary) POS terminal or
as a mobile service tablet so staff is
always ready to take more orders.
Easy relocation of the tablets allows
for rapid adjustments to accommodate a changing flow of guests,
and identical user interfaces ensure
no additional administration setup
or configuration, and zero-learning
time. Staff seamlessly switch from
terminals to tablets, and back again,
without missing a beat.
Agilysys InfoGenesis Flex provides 100% of the same access for
operational management. Reports
and data exports are included and
accessed as part of the solution.
No additional fees or professional
services are required. Managers
have access to all the administrative tools and operational reporting they’re used to, even when
they’re not on property.
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COMPANY
TOUCHBISTRO INC.

MOBILE TECH
SHOWCASE
Solution Type:
An iPad POS solution for restaurant businesses of
any size. Perfect for full service restaurants, QSRs,
bars, nightclubs, cafes, food trucks and breweries.

Top Five Most Innovative Features:
• Helps drive revenue — By taking orders
tableside, servers can speed up service and turn
tables faster, helping them to increase sales.
• Enhances customer experience — Since orders
are input directly into the iPad and sent to the
kitchen wirelessly, the errors that are often
caused from transferring orders from paper to
POS are eliminated.
• Delivers actionable insights — Detailed reports
provide restaurateurs with actionable sales,
costs and labor expense insights. With the
easy-to-read data, they’re able to make more
strategic business decisions.
• Provides superior reliability — Since TouchBistro works on a local connection and doesn’t
need the Internet to run, down-times caused by
Internet outages are eliminated entirely.
• Improves staff efﬁciency — The system is so
easy to use that staff are able to seamlessly
manage tables, customize orders, and take payment, all with a few swipes of their ﬁnger.

TouchBistro Delivers the First
Hybrid POS for Restaurants
Is your restaurant’s POS causing you
one headache after another? Today, too
many restaurant owners and operators are putting up with a POS system
that is hurting their staff performance
rather than helping it, and negatively
affecting their customer’s experience.
TouchBistro is helping thousands of
restaurateurs across the globe eliminate headaches, improve staff efficiency, and enhance customer experience — all on an easy-to-use iPad POS,
designed specifically for restaurants.
Reliability & Flexibility
TouchBistro’s hybrid POS provides
restaurants with the best of both
worlds. The system operates on a local connection, so it doesn’t need the
Internet to run. What does this mean
for your business? TouchBistro won’t
crash on you, if your Internet goes
down in the middle of a busy lunch
rush. TouchBistro’s reliable connection
is paired with the convenience of the

for the restaurant industry
with the unique
needs of restaurateurs in mind
throughout every step of the development process. TouchBistro’s
iPad POS makes restaurateurs’
lives easier with industry specific
features like bill splitting by seat,
detailed floor plan layouts, customizable menu modifiers, advanced take-out and delivery handling, and more.

Service & Support:
• 24/7 phone and email support
• Access to an extensive library of self-help
documents and tutorials
• Training from our Customer Success team
who have years of restaurant industry experience

TouchBistro Inc.
1410 Broadway, Suite #2701
New York, NY, 10018
P: 855-363-5252 | sales@touchbistro.com
www.touchbistro.com

cloud, allowing owners and operators
full access to their restaurant reports
from wherever they are through the
cloud. With a hybrid POS solution like
TouchBistro that runs on a local connection and also leverages the cloud
for reporting and menu management,
restaurateurs have the perfect balance
of reliability and flexibility.
Designed For Your Restaurant
TouchBistro was built specifically
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Mobility your Staff will Love
With TouchBistro, you can offer superior customer service by taking your
POS tableside to customize orders, reduce errors, and showcase photos of
your menu items directly on the iPad.
Front of house staff love how quickly they are able to take orders with
TouchBistro’s iPad POS, allowing
them to turn more tables — helping
them to generate more tips for themselves and more revenue for you.
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VERIFONE
Pay-at-the-Table & Line Busting with Mobility

MOBILE TECH
SHOWCASE
Solution Type:
Mobile Payments, mPOS, Pay-at-Table, Line
Busting, Secure Payments.

Top Five Most Innovative Features:
• Choice of ﬂexible, long-lasting dedicated
payment terminals that can accommodate your
POS software and outlive the smartphone and
tablet model changes of tomorrow (Windows,
iOS and Android).
• Protect your customers and your business
from a POS Breach by eliminating cardholder
data in your POS.
• Flexibility to accept all payment types allowing
you to tap (contactless wallets and NFC), dip
(EMV) or swipe (traditional mag stripe). Verifone
solutions integrate with all major restaurant POS
platforms.
• Feature rich solutions that are intentional in
design. Sleek devices that are robust in design,
spill resistant, support signature capture, full
touch, and built to last.
• Verifone’s Payment-as-a-Service offering is
the only payment solution in the industry that
has the variety to choose the model that ﬁts
your business requirements. With ﬁve scalable
options available, the complete solution offering
is yours to build.

Existing Customers:
60% of the top retailers and hospitality merchants
in the U.S. trust Verifone with over 80% of tier 1
retailers using Verifone devices.

Verifone
11700 Great Oaks Way, Suite 210
Alpharetta, GA 30022
P: 800-837-4366
marketing@verifone.com
www2.verifone.com/patt

How we can help with EMV and let you accept
the payment methods your consumers want
Creating lasting impressions and customers for life are at the heart of what
drives your business. You already
have exceptional food and service
covered, of course, but customer loyalty, faster table turns with expedited
ordering and payment to ensure you
are creating as seamless of an experience as possible, are all becoming
increasingly important. So when did
it all get so complicated?
Why? Every restaurant is different
and as a result, your payment needs
and concerns are different. Verifone’s
payment consultants know payments
and are building complete solutions
for today and tomorrow. Let’s take a
look at the business pains.
Spotlight on Mobility:
Pay-at-the-Table is more than just taking secure payments. Waitstaff will
see an increase in tips because your
customers are more engaged. You enable your team for increased efficiency enabling faster table turns and can
accept all forms of payment including
NFC, contactless, mobile wallets and,
while you are at it, you fix that pesky
little chargeback issue you’ve been
seeing as a result of not implementing
EMV yet. If you haven’t seen it yet, get
ready, it’s heading your way.
Speed of Service: Whether you
are looking to capture the driveaway business in your drive thru,
take orders more accurately and
efficiently to line bust during
your peak hours or are trying to
capture business you never even
knew your operations were capable of (restaurants have seen up to

a 25% increase in business during
peak hours), the Verifone suite of
mobile ordering and payment offerings are the perfect fit.
Curbside, Catering or Delivery
on the Go: Want to expand services
and revenue? Mobility with payments allows you to have the flexibility to offer curb-side pickup or
expand your delivery model all with
secure payments.
The Verifone Difference:
Verifone’s mobile solutions offer the
flexibility of mobility, secure payments that remove sensitive data
from the POS (reducing your risk
of a breach), and offer the flexibility to pick the solution that best fits
your business model. It’s scalable
and focuses on letting you manage (or not manage) as much of the
payments process that you want all
the while with Verifone’s payments
implementation teams guiding you
towards industry best practices and
future-proofing your investments
for whatever tomorrow brings.

REMOVE SENSITIVE DATA FROM YOUR POS
FUTUREPROOF YOUR INVESTMENT FOR WHATEVER IS NEXT
CREATE LOYAL CUSTOMERS BY ENABLING AN EXCEPTIONAL EXPERIENCE WITH MOBILITY
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